. However, these irregularities seem to be secondary to the fundamental. length and magnetic field scalings. These field asymmetries could couple to the plasma through perturbations to single-particle trajectories, or through col.lective effects such as diocotron waves. There exists an extensive body of theory treating single-particle resonant transport due to field asymmetries; the main application of these theories has been ion transport in neutral plasma, devices such as tandem mirrors. ' " These transport theories consider the bounce, rotation, and co1.1.ision times of individual particles, and it is interesting to view our data from this perspective.
An average thermal particl. e bounces axially back and forth in a time v'"= 2L/v. Lower hybrid waves are under active investigation as a possible means for driving steady-state dc currents in tokamaks and also for heating tokamak plasmas to fusion ignition. The fundamental behavior of lower hybrid propagation in straight magnetic field geometry has been well established; in particular, it has been shown that lower hybrid waves propagate as resonance cones' ' (described by the cold-plasma, electrostatic two-fluid equations) and that these cones have a fine structure dictated by the geometry of the exciting antenna and also by higher-order
